Human herpesvirus 8 and Epstein-Barr virus coinfection in localized castleman disease during pregnancy

Castleman’s disease is a rare disorder characterized by two distinct entities with similar histology but different time course and therapeutic response. Multicentric plasma cell variant is highly associated with infection by human herpesvirus 8 (HHV-8), but the pathogenesis of the hyaline vascular variant is currently unknown. We report a pregnant patient who develops a localized axillary hyaline-type Castleman’s disease in which HHV-8 DNA sequences were detected in the lymph node lesions by nested PCR. In addition, the PCR multiplex also showed positivity for EBV. Immunohistochemical studies confirmed the presence of both viruses. Our results provide the first evidence of the presence of HHV-8 and EBV sequences in localized Castleman’s disease, suggesting a possible role of the association of these herpes virus in the pathogenesis of this type of disorder. This case highlights that searching for HHV-8 and EBV sequences in cases of localized Castleman’s disease is strongly advised.

Angiofollicular or giant lymph node hyperplasia was first described in 1954 by Benjamin Castleman as a mediastinal lymphadenopathy. Traditionally, the disease has been subdivided on clinical grounds (localized or multicentric) and pathological findings, including a hyaline vascular pattern, plasma cell predominance, and a plasmablastic variant. It is now enough evidence that there are different etiologies for each of these different subtypes.

Multicentric plasma cell variant is highly associated with infection by human herpesvirus 8 (HHV-8), increasing the risk for the development of other HHV-8 related neoplasms, including Kaposi’s sarcoma and extranodal B-cell lymphoma, usually in immunosuppressed patients. Other factors such as a dysregulated production of human IL-6 have recently been involved.

The pathogenesis of the hyaline vascular variant of Castleman’s disease is currently unknown. However, vascular and dendritic cell proliferations are common in this disorder as well as an increase of angiogenesis.

On the other hand, Castleman’s disease is exceedingly rare during pregnancy, with few cases reported in the medical literature. Special immune conditions during pregnancy may play a role on its development. We report a pregnant patient who develops a localized axillary hyaline-type giant lymph-node hyperplasia in which HHV-8 and EBV coinfection was demonstrated in the tissue sample.

Patient, material and methods

Case report

A 31-year-old Caucasian woman was referred to our outpatient clinic because of a left axillary mass. The patient had been well until the eighth month of her second pregnancy, when she noted a painful left axillary nodule. During the first month of lactation, the nodule progressively enlarged, and she was referred to the hospital.

Her past medical history was unremarkable, and she took no medications. She had not undergone any vaccination in the left arm. On physical examination there was a mass 4 cm in diameter in the left axillary region, very tender on palpation. The remainder of the examination was normal.

Haematological tests and blood and urine chemical values were normal. Blood samples for estradiol, beta-HCG, and progesterone were within normal levels. Serologic tests for syphilis, herpes viruses, HIV and toxoplasma antibodies were negative. Serology and viral load for EBV and HHV-8 were not performed. A tuberculin skin test was also negative. Radiographs of the chest showed no abnormalities. A CT-scan disclosed a rounded mass 6.2 cm in diameter, with small calcifications, in the left axillary region, suggestive of hemangioma. Neither pleural effusion nor other lymphadenopathy was observed at the thoracic or abdominal regions. A contrast-enhanced thoracic MRI scan confirmed the CT findings (Figure 1). A biopsy of the mass was performed (Figure 2, see below). Diagnosis of hyaline vascular variant of localized Castleman’s disease was done, and complete surgical excision of the mass was performed two weeks later. A new histological examination confirmed the biopsy findings. Two years later the patient remains asymptomatic.

Material and methods

PCR analysis

DNA from each tissue specimen was extracted in physically isolated laboratories from the laboratory where PCR analyses were performed. Samples were analysed in a blind fashion. Stringent laboratory conditions and appropriate negative controls were used to avoid cross-contamination and false positive results. All samples were tested for amplification using specific primers for beta-globin. We used a primer set amplifying a 700-bp fragment (sense and antisense, respectively) Kaposi sarcoma (KS) 4 (5’-AGC ACT CGC AGG GCA GTA CG-3’) and KS5 (5’-GAC TCT TCG CTG ATG AAC TGG-3’). The amplification of the external region was of 2 minutes at 94°C for initial denaturation, 40 cycles at 95°C for 30 sec, 60°C for 30 sec, and 72°C for 30 sec and 72°C for 5 min as final extension. PCR product (2 μL) was added to an inner PCR reaction mixture and amplified for 40 additional cycles with an annealing temperature of 58°C with the use of the primers amplifying the 233-bp KS330233 region of the sequence associated with HHV-8: KS1 (5’AGC CGA AAG GAT TCC ACC AT-3’) and KS2 (5’TCC GTG TTG TCT AGC TGC AG-3’). Amplifications were performed in a Techne 500 Thermocycler. Amplification products were analysed for the presence or absence of the 233-bp expected band on a 2 percent agarose gel containing ethidium bromide. A case of cutaneous AIDS-Kaposi sarcoma was included as an internal positive control.

We also performed a PCR multiplex for human herpes viruses (herpes simplex type 1 and 2), varicella-zoster, cytomegalovirus, EBV and human herpes virus 6 (Herplex, PharmaGen. Madrid, Spain) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, after DNA extraction, we performed amplification with 40 cycles at 96°C for 1 min, 60°C for 1 min, and 72°C for 1 min. PCR product was analysed by microtiter plate hybridization (ELISA). An internal control (DNA polymerase gen) was included to assure the integrity of the sample and the process. A seminested PCR was performed to detect heavy chain IgH rearrangement (Vitro-Imico. Granada. Spain)
according to manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, we amplified the Fr2/s segment that gives a 240-260 bp PCR product. After the amplification we performed a heteroduplex reaction in order to eliminate the possibility of unspecific amplification. We used as a DNA integrity internal control the exon 5 of p53 that is highly conserved in human genome. Amplification products were analysed for the presence or absence of the expected band on a 2 percent agarose gel containing ethidium bromide.

**Immunohistochemistry**

The following mouse monoclonal antibodies were used for immunohistochemical staining: LMP-1 (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark. Monoclonal, clone CS-1, 2, 3 and 4. Dilution 1/100), and monoclonal antibody against LNA-1 (ORF-73) of HHV8 (Advanced Biotechnologies. Columbia, Maryland. USA. Dilution 1/400) were performed using formalin-fixed and paraffin embedded tissue sections. Antigen retrieval was done only in the case of HHV8 antibody by boiling sections in 0,1mM EDTA pH8.0 buffer using a pressure cooker for 90 sec. The Dako EnVisionTM + kit was used as a visualization system according to the manufacturers’ instructions, in a Techmate 500 220 automatized immunostainer (Biotek, Santa Barbara, CA).

**Histopathological and genetics results.**

The biopsies showed a lymph node with irregular germinal centers with prominent hyalineised vascular proliferation. Radially penetrating capillaries surrounded by collagenous hyalination and concentrically layered mantle zones were patent. Some follicles had an atrophic appearance. Between the follicles, extensive capillary proliferation effaced the lymphoid sinuses (Figure 2). Morphological diagnosis was hyaline-vascular type Castleman’s disease.

HHV-8 DNA sequences were detected in the lymph node lesions by nested PCR. Positive signal was observed also in the AIDS-KS specimen. The PCR multiplex showed a positivity for EBV with a 405nm absorbance of 0,931 (negative control: 0,100; positive control 3,485) (Figure 3). The remainder of herpes viruses analyzed were all negative.

VEB and HHV8 antibodies both gave positive results in cells of lymphoid proliferation (Figures 4 and 5). The IgH rearrangement showed a smearing band belonging to a polycyonal lymphoid population. No evidence of lymphoproliferative disorder was detected.

**Discussion**

Castleman’s disease is a rare disorder characterized by two distinct entities with similar histology but different time course and therapeutic response. Localized Castleman’s disease is more frequent in mediastinal region, although abdominal and pelvic areas can be involved. A few cases during pregnancy have been reported. Bayer et al. described an asymptomatic pelvic mass that was incidentally found by ultrasonography during follow up of a normal pregnancy. Ylinen et al. described an adnexal mass of difficult localization in a non-pregnant woman. Once localized a year later, the mass was finally removed in the third trimester pregnancy period. Abramov et al. noted a large abdominal mass associated with vaginal bleeding during the second trimester of pregnancy. As the patient we report, this cases were localized and of hyaline-vascular type, and thus successfully resolved after surgery. Nevertheless, not much light has been shed regarding the nature of Castleman’s disease in pregnancy so far.

On the other hand, HHV-8, a recently discovered onco-genic human virus, has been associated with Kaposi’s sarcoma, primary effusion lymphoma, and multicentric Castleman’s disease. These disorders occur more frequently, but not exclusively, in immunodeficiency states such as in human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-infected individuals or transplantation. One of the most intriguing aspects of HHV-8-related disorders is the involvement of numerous growth factors in their pathogenesis. The virus contains cellular gene homologues that encode proteins involved in signal transduction, cell cycle regulation, inhibition of apoptosis, and immune modulation. Several HHV-8 gene products exhibit proinflammatory and proangiogenic activities or act as transcriptional activators of cellular cytokines that are involved in the pathogenesis of HHV-8-related disorders.

Regarding EBV implication in localized Castleman’s disease, Murray et al. found the virus in 5 of 12 lymph node biopsies by in situ hybridization for the noncoding EBV early RNAs (EBERs). However, HHV-8 was not tested at this time.

Moreover, HHV-8 and EBV co-infection has been documented in the setting of Castleman’s disease, typically associated with immunosuppressed states. The role of these viruses rests upon their ability to trigger changes at a cellular level that facilitate the occurrence of neoplasms, as well as their ability to produce proangiogenic factors such as IL-6. In these cases the pattern of the disease is always multicentric. However, thus far only one case of unicentric Castleman’s disease has been reported to be associated with HHV-8, suggesting that it may be a different disease than multicentric variant. Our results, provide the first evidence of the presence of HHV-8 and EBV sequences in localized Castleman’s disease, suggesting a possible role of the association of these herpes virus in the pathogenesis of this type of disorder. Further studies are needed to confirm this hypothesis.

Interestingly, in our patient Castleman’s disease has been diagnosed during pregnancy. This represents a period in which angiogenesis is clearly increased, with detection of high serum vascular endothelial growth factor and angiopoietins levels. Changes in hormone levels associated with normal pregnancy modify immune mechanisms. More precisely, adjustments in cytokine production trigger a dominant humoral response, whereas cellular immunity activity diminishes. Thus, pregnant women are more vulnerable to intracellular and viral infections due to a normally increased TH2/ TH1 cell share.

It is tempting to speculate that several factors may be playing a role in the current case, including a proangiogenic state associated to pregnancy, cellular changes due to a concomitant viral infection, angiogenesis induced by the viral infection, and the physiological pregnancy changes in lymphocyte T cells subtypes’ balance. Future approaches may test whether those conditions may justify the finding of a localized Castleman’s disease in pregnancy, as their immune system is partially able to respond to viruses. This case highlights that searching for HHV-8 and EBV sequences in cases of localized Castleman’s disease is strongly advised.


